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THE J3CL NEWS

Wednesday, February 27,1985

Blacks urged to unite
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

Mafia charged
New York families accused
NEW YORK (AP) - The five reputed leaders of the city's
Mafia families were rounded up overnight and charged
lav in a federal indictment with being the ''ruling
a criminal enterprise that deals in murder, labor
racketeering and extortion.
Officials predicted the federal indictment would encourage
crime victims to cooperate with police and would touch off a
violent struggle within the families.
"This is a bad day, probably the worst ever, for the Mafia,"
said U.S. Attorney Rudolph Giuliani. Never before, be said,
bad a federal indictment charged so many bosses.
FBI Director William Webster said. "The ruling body of the
most powerful organized crime elements in the United
States... has now Been brought to the bar of Justice."

The first black to enroll at
the University of Mississippi
told University students yesterday that blacks still need
to support each other.
"Black people are not
meeting the responsibilities
of looking after themselves
and own Kind," said James
Meredith, while speaking at
the University last night to
about 250 people in the Education Building.
Meredith, now a visiting
professor of Afro-American
■todies at the University of
Cincinnati, said whites are
changing their negative attitudes toward blacks.

THE INDICTMENT NAMED Anthony "Fat Tony" Salerno, Paul Castellano, Anthony "Tony Ducks" CoraUo.
Gennaro "Jerry Lang" Langella and Phillip Colombo and
Bonanno crime families, respectively. Also indicted: Aniello
"O'Neill" Dellacroce, reputed underboss of the Gambino
family; Salvatore "Tom Mix" Santoro, an alleged Lucchese
underboss; and Christopher "Christy Tick" Furnari, described as Lucchese "consigliere," or counselor.
"There will be struggles for control" which will "take an
interesting twist with IBs indictment," Webster said. "Being
at the top isn't always the best."
Assistant U.S. Attorney General Steven Trott said "now is
the time" for the mob's victims to shed their fear of reprisal
and step forward to help authorities.
"We believe the (Mafia's) code of silence is virtually a
thing of the past," Webster said.
But Giuliani said that although the indictment was "a very
major blow ... we shouldn't call it the death of the mob*
because there was "more work to do."

"WHITE CIVILIZATION
no longer feels the need for
cheap black labor and whites
no longer bold blacks down.
"But they feel no pressure
to boost blacks up," he added.
Meredith, who also is president of Meredith Enterprises,
based in Jackson, Miss.,
wants to see black American
families accomplish the following goals:
• Own their own home;
• Teach their children to be
self-sufficient by age 13;
•Help another black family
accomplish the above goals;
• Help at least one black African family in some way;
• Know more of their own
family history and teach it to
their children;
• Own other land in addition
to their own.
MEREDITH SAID many
blacks do not realize the value of owning land.
"America is a capitalistic
society and is going to be a
capitalistic society as long as
it remains America," he said.
"Anyone not owning property
will not keep up or get
ahead," he said.
Blacks used to have many
small profitable '
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THE DEFENDANTS WERE arrested overnight at homes,
businesses, prisons and hospitals. Webster said three of those
indicted had checked into hospitals.
The indictment charged that commission members authorized the admission or murder of members, settled interfamily disputes and coordinated deals between families.
In 1979, the commission allegedly authorized the murder of
Carmine Galante, who led a faction in the Bonanno family.
Two years later, the commission allegedly allowed the
killings of three Bonanno family members and the attempted
murder of a fourth.
BG Newi/Jos Phabn

James Meredith
as small restaurants, laundromats and corner stores,
Meredith said. But he blames
the government for changing
the mindsets of Macks into

thinking that these small
businesses did not signify success.
By offering blacks government business loans to fl-

nance larger enterprises,
Meredith said blacks lost
their businesses entirely
when the new bigger busii failed.

The indictment said a group of bosses, referring to itself as
"The Club," operated a multi-million dollar extortion scheme
which dominates the concrete pouring industry in greater
New York.
Charged in connection with the scheme was Ralph Scopo. a
reputed soldier in the Colombo family and president of the
Concrete Workers District Council of the Laborers International Union of North America.

Crimes seasonal Right to die bill introduced
by Carole Hornberger
Staff reporter

: As the temperature rises outside, an increase in criminal
activity is also expected,
according to Galen Ash, Bowling
Green city chief of police.
Such problems as loud parties, vandalism, theft and possible rapes are magnified In
wanner weather because most
people stay inside during the
colder months, be said.
"Traditionally, crime de-

creases in cold weather," Ash
said.
He explained that in the winter months, bar adtivity decreases and there are less
people on foot and more in vehicles. This cuts down on "rowdineas" and vandalism, be said.
In winter, windows are closed.
keeping In the loud noise of
parties. During the summer
months, when the windows are
open, the noise is more apparent
• See Crime, page 4.

'Living-Will' bill addresses doctors'and patients' rights
by Danielle Fischer
staff reporter

A bill that would allow a terminally ill patient the right to
refuse life-sustaining devices
while granting legal immunity
to physicians and hospitals
which honor the request has
been re-introduced to the Ohio
Legislature.

The "Uving-WuT bill provides that when a patient requests further treatment be
withheld or discontinued, by
written or oral directive or by
drawing up a living will, physicians and medical institutions
would be legally protected In
honoring the request
If the attending physician
chooses not to honor such a

request his or her only obligation under the bill is to refrain
from preventing transfer of the
patient, David McCalmont,
president for the Association for
Freedom to Die, said.
According to the Association
for Freedom to Die, physicians
who do not wish to carry out
their patients' instructions can
claim the patient's death is not

imminent in their Judgment In
that case, the bill would not be
operative and the physicians
would be cleared from legal
Robert Nettle, D-Barberton, is the primary sponsor of
the bill in the Ohio House of
Representatives.
• See Death, page 3.

Ethiopia is starving
Editor's note: This is the
Brat in a three-part aeries on
the situation in Ethiopia.
by Benjamin Marrtaon
■ews editor

: There are 35 million starving
people In Ethiopia. People are
fleeing the villages where they
have spent the majority of their
Uves in hope of attaining food
and water at refugee camps.
Their food supply has run out
they have resorted to consuming their future-the seeds
far next year's crop.
George Tanber, a reporter for
the Toledo Blade, spent six
weeks in Ethiopia. In a recent
article In the newspaper's magazine, Tanber saidln"ft was horrific, sad. ■1fr*^f fl..
: Many believe they have seen
what H?s like in Ethiopia via the
national television networks, but
Ron Seavoy said the media has
hit only the "tip of the iceberg."
Seavoy, a history professor at
the University, spent II months
in India. He wrote the book
"Famine in Peasant Societies,"
using information obtained from
Ma travels and research.
"The media is probably not
painting an accurate picture of
what's going on over there,"
Seavoy said. "The heart of the
problem Is In the villages, and
ft's hard for anyone to get to the
villages." The majority of the
population lives in villages, and

the majority of those people
have fled to the labor camps, he
said.
"The media shows only what
it can get to. They can't get to
the people who are fleeing,"
Seavoy said. And those who do
flee usually do not make it to the
refugee camps.

Ethiopia
famine

"MANY OF the people who
flee ate on the way.. .becoming
bones to feed Jackals," Seavoy
said.
The people are sitting around
and waiting for food, but they
are actually waiting to die.
''Tney have no choice. If they
flee, they'll Just die on the way/'
The two most vulnerable
parts of the Ethiopian society

are children under seven and the
elderly - those over the age of SO.
The average life expectancy of a
person there is 47.
This is not the first time Ethiopia has faced famine; the country faced one from 1973-75.
Seavoy said it was entirely predictable that the current famine
would occur. The last famine In
Ethiopia claimed the lives of
200,000 people.
The experts predict a larger
number will die this time. Some
six million of the 35 million in
Ethiopia are threatened by starvation - 200 are dying daily.
"They (Ethiopians) have
faced this before, but they've
literally re-programmed themselves into more famines by two
things: continuing to practice
high fertility (four to six children per family), and engaging
in minimal amounts of labor arid
cultivation."
The many years of drought
have pushed the desert southward at a rate of 93 miles per
year. The once-fertile land has
become a desert. Twenty-four
African countries are currently
drought-stricken.
THERE REALLY isn't anything to compare Ethiopia to in
this part of the world with exception to parts of Mexico, Seavoy
said.
The conditions of a famine,
according to Seavoy, are a lack
• See Etatepia, page 4.

BG News/Joe
Brent Wenmann, senior finance major, and Darcie Aukeman. senior political science major, took advantage!
of yesterday's warm, sunny weather and kicked around a hacky sack.
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Deficit:
"Editorial- What
Reagan really wants is the blame on Congress
Will it end?

A recent New Jersey Supreme Court case was
xxdecided in favor of the victim in a drunken
driving accident. Not only was the driver fined, but
the couple who served him alcohol was, too.
In this landmark case, the court ruled that hosts
can be liable for injuries caused by guests who
drive away drunk.
Marie Kelly, the victim, was given $100,000 from
Donald Gwinnell, the man who drove the car that
hit her, and 172,500 from Joseph and Catherine Zak,
the couple who served Gwinnell the alcohol.
Kelly has said she hopes that the court battle and
decision have made people more aware of their
responsibilities as hosts.
Has the court's decision made people more
aware or more responsible?

by Kmnrth York
How can Reagan submit budget proposals to Congress with
deficits of $200 billion and at the
same time call for a Constitutional Amendment to require a
balanced budget? Is it sheer
bravado, the first signs of senility or politics as usual? It is none
of these things; it is an integral
part of the Reagan Revolution.
One of Reagan's fundamental
political priniciples is that people should do more for themselves and government should
get off the backs of the people.
Thomas Jefferson said it more
elegantly: The government is
best which governs the least
because its people discipline
themselves. Toward that end we
have seen proposals for sweeping tax reform, tax rate index-

ins. changes in agricultural
policy toi imake it more marketoriented, deregulation of oil
Erices and the proposed sale of
onrail.
But the one thing that Reagan
has not been able to do is reduce
the level of government spending. The best he has been able to
do is reduce the rate of growth in
government spending.
The main reason for this lack
of success is that as soon as
word gets out that cuts will be
made in some program, the affected constituency immediately contacts the media to
make its protest heard, whether
it be senior citizens, farmers,
students, environmentalists or
any one of a myriad of special
interest groups. No cuts are
made because no cuts can be
made without hurting someone.
Remember the "largest tax
increase in history?" Reagan

signed the bill on the understanding that it would be
matched by comparable reductions in spending. Instead,
spending increased by even
more thin the tax increase, and
the deficit grew even larger. But
with an economy in recovery
and peace abroad, the only issue
that the Democrats had to use
against Reagan was the deficit is it any wonder the deficit
grew? Reagan will no longer
listen to fairy tales that a tax
increase will reduce the deficit.
A tax increase will drive potentially taxable income into the
underground economy, into tax
shelters and into government
spending.
Reagan sees only one way to
reduce the deficit - make a
balanced budget a constitutional
requirement. Even this is
clearly inadequate because if
there is not a balanced budget,

Possibly, but the decision may be a way to "pass
the buck" from one person to another. Who will
pass the final buck? Where does the buck stop?
If this chain reaction continues, the distributor of
alcohol will be hauled into court. The problem is not
with the alcohol, but with the person who is consuming it.
Hosts should not be held responsible for every
adult who attends their party, the consumption of
alcohol at a gathering is the responsibility of the
person doing the drinking - not the person giving
the party.
Are hosts suppose to be watchdogs, monitoring
guests to ensure that everyone is under control?
After all, there are individuals who can disguise
their drunkenness behind masks of control.
The host should not have to play analyst or police
officer and test for individual sobriety.
It seems that the decision by the court in New
Jersey overlooked one important question: Who is
responsible for every person's actions? The person.

As long as there is a perfectly
even distribution of budgetary
and fearful media consequences
for those who suggest budget
cuts, the Congress will not seek
to disturb the balance of power
by writing a balanced budget
amendment. It is left to the
states to call for a Constitutional
Convention to write a balanced
budget amendment. All previous amendments have been
written by Congress; to have a
convention requires that 34 of
the states call for one. So far
only 32 have

Dead but flying high
by Art Buchwald
Attention, earthlings. It won't
be long before you can "bury"
your loved ones In outer space.
Deke Slayton, a former astronaut, is working in tandem with
a consortium of companies that
will orbit the ashes of a deceased
person 1,900 miles above the
earth. Funeral services should
begin in late 1986.
fie Department of Transportation has enthusiastically approved the plan and said 'it
represents a creative response
to the president's initiative to
encourage the commercial use
of space."
As I understand it, the remains of your Uncle Sidney will
be compressed by a secret process in a special 2-inch tall, lipstick-shaped titanium capsule,
which will then be placed into a
300-pound shiny sphere, along
with the ashes of 10,330 of the
recently departed. The sphere
will be launched Into the heavens where it's guaranteed to
remain in orbit for at least 63
million years, or you get your
money back.
While Mr. Slayton's consortium will provide the rocket and
the capsule, they prefer to leave
_ sales and arrangements
to funeral directors and undertakers around the country.
This might lead to some problems.

put his ashes in the standard
titanium capsule."
"Why not?"
"I'm not supposed to tell you
this, but although the containers
are advertised to last for 65
million years, some of them fall
apart after 30 million. You
wouldn't want your uncle's
ashes all over the sky, would
you?"
"Iguess not."
"Then I'd recommend this
upgraded 'From Here to Eternity' model. Notice the outside is
twice as strong as titanium, and
the inside Is lined with French
satin."
"How much is it?"
"It's only 1900 more, but if you
insist on the cheap, tacky one,
I'm sure your uncle would understand."
"No, no. 111 take the 'From
Here to Eternity' capsule. Will
that do it?"
"There is the placement of the
ash container in the sphere. I
assume you would want your
Uncle Sidney as close to the skin
as possible, facing toward the

"Certainly."
"Then there Is a premium
charge of $800, to guarantee his
ashes won't be thrown in the
middle with all the economy
class passengers. Will you want
to bid a fond adieu to your loved
one as he Is launched into
space?"
"Of course."
"We can give you a package
tour to Cape Canaveral with
complimentary breakfast be"Please have a chair."
"Thank you. I would like to fore liftoff, at a group rate of
cremate my Uncle Sidney and $1,500 per person."
"Sending Uncle Sidney up into
put him in celestial orbit."
"You're in luck. We have a orbit Is costing me more than I
launch in one month, and we can planned on."
"But It's worth it. Every time
reserve a place for him."
"Wonderful. I noticed in your you look up to the heavens, you
advertisement that the price for will see your Uncle Sidney and
know he is smiling down on you
the service was $3,900.''
"That's the base cost just to because you booked him first
get him up there. Did you love dan."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for
your Uncle Sidney?"
the Los Angeles Times Syndi"Very much."
"Then I wouldn't advise you to cate.
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what then? Do you put the entire
Congress in Jail? Put the president In jail? Whose deficit is it
anyway? As we all learned in
our American government
classes, all money bills (that is,
spending and taxes) must originate in the House of Representatives, pass the Senate and be
signed by the president.
But recent changes in the budget process require that the
president first submit a budget
to Congress which can change
the budget any way it likes before sending it back in the form
of specific bills. The system so
evenly distributes responsibility
that when there is a deficit, the
president can blame the Congress and the Congress can
Blame the president. No one can
be held responsible, so no one is
forced to suffer the consequences.
A balanced budget amendment would force the president
to submit a balanced budget to
Congress, and force the Congress to match taxes to appropriations - at least in theory.
Anyone who suspects that good
Intentions are not enough is
likely to be proven correct. It
would never work. Reagan is not
asking for the amendment because he wants to force himself
to submit a balanced budget. He
is using it as a politicaltool to
get Congress to take back the
entire budget-making responsibility - where it properly belongs. Congress must write the
budget and take the rap when it
runs huge deficits. Reagan
doesn't really want the amendment, but by pleading for it he
openly challenges the Congress
to take back the responsibility
which it has abjectly abandoned
in a bit of knavish double-dealX> avoid electoral accounta. Though Reagan asks for
the amendment, he will settle
for Congress writing the budget.

Kenneth York is a fourth-year
graduate student in industrial
from White Bear
re,,'

Letters
Jabs at Toledo
were cruel, unfair
This is regarding Mr. "Doctor" Doherty's remarks about
Toledo, Ohio (your neighbor to
the north), in the Wednesday,
Feb. 22, issue of 77ie BG News. I
feel that his column is enough of
an irrelevant waste of time to
begin with, and his remarks
directed toward my hometown
are, to say the least, unacceptable. Considering that a fair
amount of Bowling Green's students are native Toledoans, the
"Doctor" should think before
opening his mouth, lest he wind
up with his foot in it. Your apology please, "Doctor"?
PhllJ. Mariaiy
Toledo

It's time to fight
racism in pageants
I have followed the recent
so-called controversy surrounding the Miss BGSU pageant. In a
recent letter to the editor published In the Feb. 6 issue of the
News. Women For Women protested the pageant and gave five
reasons for doing so. In the Feb.
8 issue, Ms. Tarantino in her
front-page story entitled "Miss
Ohio to emcee pageant" quoted
the current Miss Ohio as saying,
"I Just wish people will come (to
the pageant)... and realize it's
not simply girls parading up and
down a run-way in their swimsuits. . lam the first one to say
I wish they would take the swimsuit (competition) out because it
does give us the wrong connotation. These comments made by
Miss Ohio are in agreement with
Women For Women's contention
that the pageant is sexist. Miss
Ohio also complained that she

had to lose weight for the pagism and racism. It is time for
eant.
people to get up and fight
The American media have
against sexism in all its forms.
created an Image of beauty that
many women often blindly atAbubakar S. Stores
tempt to achieve. As Women for
214 Napoleon Road, #211
Women wrote in their letter,
' the pageant propogates an idea
of 'beauty' which is unattainable
New education sec'y:
for most women. Women strive
constantly to achieve this image What'd you expect?
(through cosmetics, restrictive
clothing, dieting, even surgery)
Ronald Reagan's new secreand always fall short."
of education is turning out
I also must agree with another tary
to
be Just what Ohioans are
of Women For Women's coming
to expect from a presicharges: the pageant is racist.
who is more concerned for
Black women who have won dent
the
rich
than for average stubeauty pageants or were runner- dents toying
to get a college
ups are light-skinned and
straight-haired; Vanessa Williams and Suzette Charles won
President Reagan wants to cut
not because of their beauty as student
aid by 25 percent (on top
blacks, but because of their of past cuts)
and his new educa"closeness to white." The image tion secretary, William Bennett,
of beauty portrayed by the me- says that the students can make
dia forces some black people to a the difference by giving up
hate their skin and features so
r cars, stereos and vacamuch that they use creams and tions.
cosmetics to lighten their skin.
Some black women even go to
Mr. Bennett - not to mention
the extent of having cosmetic
Mr. Reagan - obviously doesn't
surgery done on their noses and
know, or care, about Ohio colother facial features.
The News Feb. 12 editorial bad lege students, many of whom
depend on their cars to get to
this to say about the pageant:
"Although it doesn't seem to us classes at our state's far-flung
that a pageant is the best way to urban and rural campuses.
award scholarship money-some
As for giving up stereos and
academic criteria should be included." I agree with this sug- vacations, I do not believe -as
Cion. If it is a scholarship,Mr. Bennett and Mr. Reagan
apparently do-that college life
some academic criteria
should be included. And some should be a Joyless ordeal.
criteria should be taken out-like
College students have enough
the swimsuit competition.
worries these dan. and those
worries are heightened by a
In conclusion, I would like to
president who seems detersay that I agree with Women
mined to squeeze the middleFor Women for opposing the
daas dry In order to cement a
Miss BGSU pageant based on
policy of allowing only the wellthe five reasons stated in their
letter of Feb. I. As a matter of
to-do to get an education in our
society.
fact, those reasons apply to any
beauty pageant I commend the
group for expressing what they
believe in and for fighting sexOnto Secretary of State

Reagan is wrong
about 'star wars'
For two years. President Reagan has been trying to talk the
public into supporting his Strategic Defense Initiative (star
wars) research on the grounds
that the miracle weapon will end
the arms race. Our president
does not lie and he knows more
than we do, right? So if be tells
us a snazzy defense will end the
arms race it will, right? The
president can be wrong, and in
this case even the military experts say he's wrong. They know
that SDI will not end the arms
race.
Think about it from the Soviet
perspective: Our security is
their insecurity, because it
threatens the balance of teror. If
they are more vulnerable than
we are, what will keep us from
attacking them? They don't
want to be at our mercy.
In response to U.S. defense
they will not just build their own,
partly because offensive countermeasures are cheaper. More
Importantly, counterdefense
wont restore the balance of
terror. Neither side will fear
obliteration if both are half protected. Conversely, though, neither defense can be so perfect
that nuclear war is impossible,
especially since non-ballistic nuclear weapons already exist. So
deterrence will break down but
security will not fill its place.
When the Soviets respond with
offensive countermeasures, the
U.S. will feel vulnerable again
and the arms race will continue.
I ask that people realize, when
they listen to Reagan, that he is
proposing another step in the
arms race, not an end to it.
Leal Hover
Ht North Bail
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Non-drinkers to get freebies
by Nancy Boctwtck
staff reporter

In two weeks, University students wul have the opportunity
to use the "Drinkers Don't Drive
Program," supported by the Undergraduate Student Government, the Ohio Retailers and
Permit Holders Association and
area bars, according to Cindy
Smith, USG vice president.
The program involves providing free food, soft drinks and
coffee to an lndl v idual in a group
of two or more who agrees not to
drink because that person is
. driving.

What is provided by area bar
owners will vary according to
each establishment, Smith said.
■Smith announced the program
- which will be unpjimented
statewide - at the USG general
assembly meeting last night.
USG BEGAN planning a program at the beginning of the
semester. It was originally to be
limited to the community.
While working on the details
of the program. USG was Informed by local bar owners that
the Ohio Retailers and Permit
Holders Association (ORPHA)
was working on a similar

statewide program.
USG members met with about
78 percent of the area bar ownen and a represenstlvt from
ORPHA Monday night to dicuss
the details of the program,
Smith said.
USG's role in the program will
be to encourage students to participate, she said.
A button identifying the Individual ass non-drinker will be
given to those participating in
exchange for a drivers liscense,
to be worn while at the bar.
By having the non-drinker
wear a button. ORPHA feels the
program will be more visible in

promoting a responsible stand
against drinking and driving,
Smith said.
"You are snowing that you
care for the people you are there
with," she sBd;
In other business, USG President Bob Wade announced that
President Olscainp will be at
next week's meeting - the first
time he has done so.
The topics Olscamp will be
discussing include student and
administrative relations and the
future of the University, Wade
said.

Candidacy sought
Robert Barber has announced his candidacy for the Democratic nomination for the Ward 4 City Council seat.
Barber, a 14-year veteran of the Bowling Green police
force, is now coordinator of a .Toledo regional law enforcement center.
Barber graduated from Bowling Green High School, Owens
Technical College and the University. He helped organize the
Wood County Crime Stoppers program and was a member of
the advisory board of the Teen Activity Center, and is a past
secretary of the Wood County Fraternal Order of Police.
"The fourth ward is the city's largest ward and is most
diversified," Barber said. "I have been a resident of the
fourth ward for 23 years. Because I know our city, I believe I
can offer a fair, open-minded approach to dealing with the
problems of our area and the whole city. I believe my
experience and record demonstrate a commitment to serving the interests of our entire community in a cost-effective
manner."

Death (Continued from page 1)
NETTLE SAID the bill requires at least two physicians to make a medical
Judgment that death is imminent before medical measures would be withheld.
The bill stipulates that
medical measures include
"any medicines, procedures
or devices a physician prescribes, administers, performs or authorizes."
Opponents of the bill believe the definition of "medical measures" would make it
possible for physicians to
withhold necessities such as
food and water.
The Ohio Right to Life Society. Inc., opposes the bill
for this reason as well as

others, Barbara Lewis, legislative director for the society, said.
"There are a lot of questions raised by the bill,3 Lewis said. "We just don't think
the bill will add to the quality
of medical care."
"Under this bill, food, water and antibiotics can be
taken away from the patient,
and that's a big departure
from the standard of medicine in Ohio now."
LEWIS SAID the society
also opposes the bill because
it would cover all cases in the
same manner, regardless of
the specifics of the case.
"You can't really cover

things as they should be covered on a case-by-case basis
with this bill," Lewis said.
"What is ordinary in one
case would be extraordinary
in another."
Although citizens of Ohio
would not be required to
draw up a living will if the
bill becomes law, Lewis said
the bill "covers more than
the people who have written
living wills."
Under the bill, legal protection would be granted to
spouses or family members
who make the decision to
withhold or discontinue
treatment from an
unconscious patient who had
not written a living will, pro-

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS

• Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
-Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260

John Newlove, Real Estate

vided the attending physician and two other
physicians agree the
unconsciousness is permanent.
Sen. Cooper Snyder, RHillaboro, primary sponsor
of the bill in the Ohio Senate,
said, "in the advances of
medical technology and advances of lawsuits against
doctors, nurses and hospitals, the rights of patients
have been ignored in too
many cases."
Cooper said he sees the bill
as a mechanism that removes the burden from family members who often feel
obligated to continue ex-

traordinary life-sustaining
measures.
McCALMONT. A retired
economics professor from
Ohio State University, said
this is the fifth year some
version of the bill has been
introduced, but this year is
the "best we've seen so far"
in terms of the bill becoming
law.
The bill "won't solve all
problems," McCalmont said.
''It's not a panacea. It won't
insure that all living wills
will be carried out. It will
protect the doctor, though."
The Ohio Hospital Association, a group that has opposed the bill in previous
years, has not taken a posi-

tion on the bill's new version,
Bill Dunlap, vice president
of legal services for the Ohio
Hospital Association, said,
"We opposed last year's bill,
but we haven't had a chance
to review the current bill. It
could be that some of our
objections have been met."
THE OHIO Department on
Aging is undecided on the
latest version of the bill.
"We didn't feel it was necessary in the past." Richard
Hoffman, legislative liaison
for the department, said.
"But, I can't truthfully say
where we'll stand."

ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS
FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP:
Limas Forte - Asst. Director, 7:00 p.m.

BLACK STUDENT UNION: GENERAL MEETING
Talk with Executive Council, 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 27
* Topics of interest will be discussed*
Amani Room
Refreshments

Need cash IB.G. "FREE"-BEE
for break?
TONIGHT
Enter

The KEY
Spring Break Giveaway
Where
B.G. Dances
IUf S~»

will be given away at a 5 p.m.
March 6 drawing.
To qualify, order a 1985 KEY by 5 p.m. March 6
and be entered in the drawing. Orders are
being taken in the Union Foyer or the KEY
office, 310 Student Services. Or order by
calling 372-0086.

IK~
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Crime (Continued from page 1)
"The parties may be the same
"It is a trial and
Judgment (that is) not lMpernoise level, bat open windows
cenf fool-proof," he said. There
magnify the sound," he said.
art times when everything is
THE WARM months may also
very quiet and there is nothing
to make an eight-hour work day
increase the possibility of rape
because people wear less clothproductive. Other times, it feels
like the whole world is coming to
ing, making them seem more
and
end."
attractive. Ash said.
At either of these times, the
He fniJ"f««^ that girls who
hitchhike home from bars late at
department prides itself in the
officer's response time - rangnight are taking dangerous
ing from three to four minutes.
risks. "Rape might not even be
on the mind of the guy (giving
AS SOON as the police get the
her a ride home)," be said; "but
the few drinks (be has had) call, they respond immediately,
even though (be caller might be
could change his mind."
To help prevent such inci- disappointed with the results.
dents, additional officers are
Ash explained that many people who call in for load parties
placed on patrol.
The department has no statis- are disappointed because the
tics available on bow much police did not go and "bust some
crime can be expected. Ash said beads and drag people out" The
he uses the city's and Universi- people at the party feel that it is
ty's activity schedules to prepare an intrusion.
"It is a no-win situation and
If there is a party advertised part of the hazards of the Uniin the Afcwshe will increase his versity community," he said.
Ash said policing a University
staff.

town calls for a unique approach. With 18,000 non-criminals in a small enclosed
environment, there Is bound to
be problems.
In the summer, whan there
are fewer students, local people
seem to stand oat more and
those crimes blamed on University students are found to have
been caused by locals, be said.
DIFFERENT TYPES of
criminal acts are committed in
me summer months, such as
indecent exposure and window
peeking.
Although Ash did not dte figures, be said the city does not
have near the amount of problems that other university towns
have.
He said in Oxford, Ohio, borne
of Miami University, citizens
are complaining that the department Is not controlling the noise
level from'certain fraternities.
Ash repeated, "It's a no-win
situation."

Omicron Delta Kappa
National Honors Society
Applications available in:
-UAO office, 3rd floor Union
-Resistrar's office, 110 Ad. Building
-Student Activities, 410 Student Services
Applications due March 22nd
in the UAO office, 3rd floor Union
Juniors and Seniors only
Honors Society for people with strong qualities in scholarship, leadership, athletics,
art and community services.

»CK

APPLICATIONS FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP
Deadline: Tuesday, March 19,19*5
Office of the Vice President for University
Relations
The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in
the broadcasting industry and as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling
Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue
careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political
or governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other
public affairs field). A rising senior is a student with a minimum Q.P.A. of 3.2 who
will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and who will graduate no
sooner than May 1986. Each fellow will receive $1500. Fellows will be selected by
a committee composed of BGSU faculty, a vice president of the University and a
representative of the Reams family. The selection of fellows will be based on an
initial screening process and further review which may include personal interviews.
The application form and all support matrials, including letters of recommendation,
must be submitted to the Office of the Vice President for University Retatlons-MlletJ
Alumni Center by 5 p.m. Tuesday, March 19, 1985.
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the awards which will
be presented at a luncheon on Tuesday, April 16,1985.
Applications available in the Office of the Vice President for University RelationsMileti Alumni Center or in the School of Journalism office, 103 University Hall.

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

20% off

ALL CLOTHING!
FEB. 27 - MARCH 6
Mon.-Fri.8-5 Sat. 9-5

Program to change
college or Is financially dlsadvantaged, Terry

by Dabonh Schmook
«»fl reporter

The University's Student Development program will become part of the Office of Minority
Affairs and lose its title when that office opens
Julyl.
According to Clarence Terry, director of
Student Development, similar counseling and
advising services will be offered as before, but
the recruiting aspect of Student Development
win shift to the Office of Admissions.
Tarry said the reorganisation will promote
better minority recruiting since there will be a
director and assistant director of minority
recruiting In the Office of Admissions. The new
Office of Minority Affairs will be located in 424
Student Services -where Student Development
la now.
Eighty percent of the minorities that attend
classes and graduate from the University use
the services of the present Student bevel-

Tire TYPICAL student m the Student Development program la one who does not have the
high school curriculum necessary to succeed in

He said 75 percent of the people in the
program receive Student Development grants,
awards op to $900 that are based on need.
Academic advising and assistance in rinding
tutors are
the program's biggest advantages for
*"itr*m who do not need financial help.
Persons Interested In being in the
moat be interviewed by a I
counselor to determine their eligibility for the
program, Terry said.
Student Development counselors must meet a
minimmn of four times each semester with
each assigned student, Terry said. He said
Student Development also sends out a mid-term
report to students' teachers, checking with
nrnfVwsorn about the student's performance in
the classroom.
University President Paul Olscamp approved
the reorganisation of the minority affairs area
in December. His decision to create an Office
for Minority Affairs was made after he reviewed the recommendations of two subcommittees of the Minority Affairs Committee,
appointed In MM.
The Student Development program started in
1987 at the University.

Ethiopia (Continued from page 1),
of food or water for the people,
"and not enough different
foods."
The people grow foods which
will harvest quickest, such as
mate and cassava (an underground grown tuber). "The cassava has sbsolutely no protein.

If they don't have any protein in
their diets, they will suffer from
KwaaUokor - a protein deficiency."
The people there are dying
from Kwashiokor and endemnic
malnutrition, which la a shortage of food for long periods of

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
* Two-bedroom apartments
'Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
'Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at dough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant
Call Rich at 352-7182

time. Those who don't die from
Kwashiokor will probably suffer
brain damage or stunted
growth.
MANY AMERICANS have donated money and food to aid
those starving in Ethiopia. But
the majority of the food and
money being sent by the western
world never reaches the people
who need it, Seavoy said, if is
; the government and its
! is a civil war g
on in
Ethiopia, but the '
it government has not gone out to
attack the rebels: ?'Tbey don't
have to go out and kill the rebels.
They're letting them starve to
The military will not allow
people who want to help to enter.
6 they get in, there isn^t food for
them to eat, so they will die. If
they bring food and water in
with them, soldiers will steal it
from tnftm.
IVmorrow's story explains
some reasons for Ethiopia s current situation.

LEGAL-EASE
KINKO'S STYLE.
If you find too much of your valuable time is being wasted at your copy machine (fixing
jams, refilling paper trays, sorting, collating and stapling). Consider the alternative klnko's
At klnko's we'll handle all of your copy needs quickly and accurately. Call or come by and
compare our quality and price. We know you'll be pleased with the results.
also look for our nationwide network of electronic printshops to help you with interstate
work - we'll save you time and mailing costs.

Hours:
M-Th 7:30-8:00
Fri 7:30-6:00
Sat 9:00-6:00
Sun 12:00-5:00

kinko's

A MH0NMH MTIWOSK or SUCTHONK PWHTSMOM.

325 E. Wooster
(Across from Taco Bell)

354-3977

Copies • Reductions • Passport Photos • Binding • And much moral
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The "Superdance," dance marathon for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association, was held In the forum of
the Student Services Building.

SUPER
DANCE
20 hour marathon for charity
Like the other University students who participated in last weekend's Muscular Dystrophy Association Dance-a-thon, freshmen Clara Hamed and
Tim Jensen were not only willing to help out
charity, they were looking forward to having a good
time.
After hearing about the Dance-a-thon through
friends and announcements, the two decided to Rive
it a try.
"We thought it would be a lot of fun," said Jensen
who admitted that the only "marathon" he had
participated in before was a rock-a-thon (a rocking
chair marathon).
"A lot of people in the hall were going to do it,
too." said Hamed. Both he and Jensen are Prout
residents.
Jensen said he began to have second thoughts as
the event drew near.
"During the week, I dreaded the dance," he said,
adding that since both be and Hamed have a full
day of classes on Friday, he felt that they would be
too tired to last the entire 20 hours.
"I was concerned about homework, too," said
Jensen who felt that be would be too tired to do
anything on Sunday.
Although Hamed was ready to start dancing at 6
p.m. on Friday, it took Jensen a while to feel like
"I just wasn't in the mood for dancing," he said,
"but once we go into it. we didn't want to stop."
The two were careful not to burn themselves out
too early in the evening.
"We kind of paced ourselves in the beginning,"
Hamed said.
Although all of the dancers were allowed to take
breaks at intervals, they still had their moments of
exhaustion.
"I think the worst part was midnight when you
realized you only had six hours down," Jensen said.
He added that the loud music tended to make him
feel tired. "It really drained you."
Second winds helped the two make it through,
however. "I had about three of them (second
winds)," laughed Hamed.
Although seeing the morning sun gave Jensen a
needed burst of energy, perhaps other factors
contributed to him finishing the dance-a-thon.
"I kept you going," Hamed teased him, "(Otherwise) you would have never made it."
Neither felt exhausted at the end. "We were wide
awake at the end," said Hamed who said it was only
after going home and taking a shower that she
realised bow tired she was.
One thing that surprised the two dancers were the
aching muscles. "My legs were sore on Sunday
morning," Jensen said. He thought that the only
effect be would be feeling would be exhaustion.
Instead, he found his ears were still ringing, he was
chewing his food in rhythm and he was dancing in
the shower.
With all that they went through, the two are glad
they stuck it out the entire dance.
''Everyone seemed to be having a lot of fun,"
Hamed said.
Jensen agreed, adding, "It would have ruined it if
we had left"

Tim Jensen and Clara Hamed, both freshman biology majors, hang on to each other for support In the early morning hours of the dance-athon
after dancing for nearly 15 hours.

(above left) Most of the participants will agree, the
dance-athon was not only a good way to raise money
for charity, but a lot of fun too.
(above right) Tim gives Clara a late night foot
massage during one of the breaks over the course
of the superdance.
(left) A smile of relief from Clara and an
exhausted look from Tim came at the announcement
of the end of the dance marathon, 2 o'clock
Saturday afternoon.

Photos by
Susan Cross
Story by
Wendy Davy
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Fashion fads forecast
by Carolyn A. Schorr*

reporter

Whether you are bound for
the sunny beaches of Florida
for spring break or getting
ready for summer, you want
to look your beat.
So, what's in and what'i
not? Should you wear the
short pants, the big shirt and
the curly hair? Or should you
stick with conservative clothing and straight hair?
According to some local
merchants, most of your
clothing from last summer
will be in style again this
summer.
"Styles are basically the
same as last year, but this
year they're more common,"
Lori Kern, assistant manager
of the Powder Puff, at 525
Ridge St, said.
Kern said crop pants and
crop tops are stilf "hot items"
for this spring and summer.
shirts and loose cut outfits are also popular with students.
"Students really like the

oversiied clothing because it
Is so comfortable. However,
people still like the conservative styles also," Kern added.

POPULAR COLORS for
spring and summer seem to
be bright ones and pastels,
with pastels being the favorite. Preppy colors, such as
kefly green, red, and navy are
~t out, Kern said.
e don't want normal
want something
different, like teal, shrimp,
aqua and turquoise," Kern
said, noting that fluorescent
colors are displayed in stores,
but people are not buying
them.
Lisa Rood, owner of Jeans
and Things, 531 Ridge St.,
agrees with Kern.
"They (fluorescent colors)
axe doing good now. but I look
for them to die out by the end
of the summer. You probably
wont see them this fall/'
Rood said.
The crop pants are still in,
but this year they may be
even shorter, Rood said.
Many of the pants' lengths

m

FIELD TRIP OPPOBTUNITIES

are at the middle of the calf
instead of at the ankle like
they were last year.
Rood also add the crop
shirt will be a hot item this
summer, with shirts cut
higher - to the middle of the
stomach.
ANOTHER FAVORITE
this summer may be the paper bag waist -elastic at the
waistline with material gathered above it. Many of the
pants also have slouch pockets, which Rood described as
big. loose pockets at the side
oftbe pants.
Hairstyles have not
changed much either, according to Mike Banks, assistant
manager at System Seven,
located at 1072 N. Main St.
"The bi-level (hair cut
short In front and left longer
in back) is pretty much the
favorite around here and in
Toledo," Banks said.
Banks said the bi-level is
popular because people like
easy styles where "they can
spend more time sleeping and
leas time in front of the mir-

I. IWOMI Coofertacr, Popriar COiurt Aaoc., Lomnik. tamer?, April M
2 Natioul Coototoa, Hick Amman Pratt* Druu, Bikmore. MjiyUnd. April 17-20.

"PEOPLE ARE still getting a lot of permanents In
their hair. Even the man are
trying the curly look," Banks
said.
Medium length, curly,
easy-to-take-care-of hair
seems to be the favorite style,
although some people are
wearing tails - a small section of hair in the back that is
longer than the rest
'Teople tend to try them
(tails) and then cut them off
after a while," Banks said.

Award funded
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

The Jackson-ToUiver Memorial Award, an award created by
the Black Student Union in
memory of two of its members
who died in H7», cannot be presented until BSU raises $fr00
BSU plans to grant annual
awards of about $325 to two
minority students starting next
February, said BoniU Sanders,
administrative consultant for
BSU. She said mis Is based on
the interest gathered from a
110.000 starting figure, however.
" So far, BSUhas raised M.0O0
for the award through fund-raisers. Sanders said the group
needs $1,000 more by May so
that an additional $5,000 will be
matched by the University
Foundation to reach the $10,000
goal.
ON MARCH 2, BSU will sell
chicken dinners in the Northeast
Commons from 8-10 p.m. to
raise money for the award. This
will be in conjunction with "Jun-

Eric Sanenburg and Robert
Smith, both of Port Clinton, began arguing near the loading
dock in Founders parking lot
They were approached by University police in the courtyard
between the Home Economics

Building and McFall Center.
Sanenburg ran from the officers and used abusive language,
Carol Pratt, records coordinator
for Public Safety, said. Smith, a
University student, was released on his own recognisance

while Sanenberg, a student from
a Michigan college, was put In
the Wood County Jail, and later
posted bond.
They will have to appear in
Wood County Court March 4.
McDeaaU West:

THE PLAYOFFS BEGIN!
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Sanders aaid students wishing
to contribute to the award also
may stop by the Black Student
Union office, 40$ Student Services.
The Jackson-ToUiver Memorial Award is in memory of two
University women - Kunberly
Jackson and Roxanne Tolllver.
Jackson was a senior Interpersonal communications major
from Youngstown. Ohio, who
was killed in Bowling Green by
her former boyfriendon May 18,
1979. She was 22 years old, a
member of Delta Sigma Tbtta
sorority, and a singer in the
Gospel Choir.
Roxanne Tolllver, a freshman
with an undeclared major, died
from a pneumonia-like illness on
Jan. 29,1979. She was 21 years
old and from Ocean, N. J.
Recipients of the new awards
will be chosen on the basis of
campus leadership and service,
Sanders said.

WHATYOU GET

DEADliNE: FRIDAY, MARCH 8.1905 AT 5:08 PM

kanoo," a carnival-type event
planned by Minority Student AcGvtties.The cost of the dinners
has not yet been determined.

Blotter
2/25 -Two college students
were arrested early Monday
morning by University police
officers for disorderly conduct
while intoxicated, and did not
desist when told to.

WHERE / WHEN?

"Even a more professional
person can wear a bi-level cut
by leaving his back slightly
longer," Banks said.
One style variation in bilevels is that shagged backs
are losing popularity; people
are growing the back* into
one length. Banks said the
reaaon the bi-levels may still
be in style is because they
take so long to grow out of
proportion.
People get tired of growing
their hair to one length, so
they end up keeping the fronts
short, he said.

BSU raises money

ILLINOIS2:HICAGO

E.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY 7:30

TICKETS- $1.00
FOR STUDENT GEN. ADMISSION
ALL5P0RTS PASS NOT APPLICABLE!

1m

9

m

ft J r

*fl

f

HOURS:
4 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday thru
Wednesday
4 p.m. -3 a.m.
Thursday thru
Saturday

FALCON HOCKEY- YOUR
WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT.

1/11 • MS in cash stolen from a
purse left on a shelf In a dorm
room.
1/H • Clothing and meal coupons valuing $N0 were stolen
from a dorm room, which was
reportedly locked.
VM «An unescorted male,
who was not a University student, was found sleeping in the
_ _i • A resident reported the
theft of her meal coupon book
and the name of a possible suspect was reported.
2/25 »An unescorted male
was wandering through McDonald East, going through desk
drawers.
Ail McDonald cases aw under
investigation by Public Safety.
Although they think the cases
may be related, they are not
sure, Dean Gerkens, assistant
director of Public Safety said.
2/25 • John LeBeau, a University student, "tore the room up"
in Founders, while he was "high
on something," Gerkens said.
While University officers
were checking the student's
background, they leamed that
he was wanted on a warrant by
Toledo police. LeBeau was
transported to Toledo.

Buy An ArtCarved College Ring, Get A Cross Pen FREE.
Now when you buy an ArtCarved college ring you II
receive the perfect writing instrument. FREE—an elegant
Cross pen in gleaming chrome with your lull name engraved

Gel FREE 6-PacK
of Cola with
any large 16
2-item or more
pura

4BBW
DATE

Fact. Free DeNvery"
Good at location
iisied

Mar. 1st

*•"

II S LKE NO OT»«R R«G VOU U E\*R OWN

Feb. 27. M.

CLASS RINGS
TtvE IQo.m.-ap.m.

HURRY/
UMfTED TIME OFFER.

fujg University lookstore
D.", ..-..'H. i.... i

SEE YOUR ARTCARVED REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS.

' t98&A.iCa'.*aCij4sR>"9*
352-1539
1616 East Wooster
Bowling Green

Expires: 3/17/85
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$100

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT

1 Coupon Per Order

^
Si 00 oil any | item
12 doublet
purchase
Fast Free Delivery.

351 IS 11

Bow''"" O'Mn. On

Expires: 3/17/86

L———————
'Shout "GO FALCONS!!!" when you order
your pizza and Domino's will donate 29 to
B.G.'s Track Team!
\

AFRAID OF HEAT BILLS?
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
* 9 or 12 month leases
* Furnished
* Carpeted
* FREE heat, water, sewer
* Close to Campus
* Washer & Dryer on Premises
352-5620

CALL NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

328 S. Main
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Wright State to vote on films

Shultz rallies
for MX missile

DAYTON (AP)-Wright
State University students
began voting yesterday in
a student-sponsored referendum that could help determine whether an Xrated movie can be shown
on campus this spring.

. WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State George Shultz
and the U.S. negotiating team in the Geneva nuclear arms
talks said yesterday that the American bargaining position
will be seriously weakened if Congress refuses to finance the
MX missile.
"This is no time to cast doubt on our national resolve,"
'Shultz told the Senate Armed Services Committee.
Shultz testified before the panel at the same time that
President Reagan's chief arms control advisers and negotiators for the U.S.-Soviet talks were appearing before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Congress will decide whether to continue funding for the
highly accurate 10 nuclear warhead intercontinental missile
this spring, and an extremely close vote is forecast in the
House and Senate.
Ambassador Max Kampelman, who will lead the three
negotiators when the negotiations begin March 12, said, "It
would be damaging to our negotiating position were the
Congress not to fund the MX."
. "As a negotiator, I would like to have as much on my side of
.the table as is practible, responsible and reasonable to have,"
Kampelman said.

The vote, which continues through today, could
decide whether students
Set to view the film "Bad
iris." The movie was
yanked from the school's
winter-quarter film series
schedule after some students protested that it was
inappropriate for a statesupported university to
show pornographic films.
The protesters, members of Concerned Stu-

8TUDENTS interviewed
yesterday were divided on
Melissa Stack, 20, a senior education major, said
she does not want X-rated
films shown on campus,
but was glad the referendum was being held.
"Now the students can
decide themselves," she
said.
David Hooper, 21, a Tipp
City Junior, said he believed the film should be
shown, although Hooper
said he would not attend.
"Not showing it would
violate freedom of
speech," he said.
Martin Evers, a Dayton
sophomore working with

Concerned Students for
Community Values, said
more than 1,000 signatures
were collected last November and December
protesting the proposed
showing of "Bad Girts."
Even said the opponents included Christian
students, feminists and
others who oppose X-rated
films. He said the issue is
entertainment - not free
speech.
'Td have no problem if
they brought Hugh Hefner
(of Playboy magazine) or
Larry Flynt (of Hustler
magazine) on campus and
maybe showed some
films," as part of a discussion of sexuality, he
said.

Gromyko lobbies in Rome

SIMILARLY, PAUL NTTZE, the president's senior arms
control adviser, said he believes Soviet awareness that the
United States is going ahead with construction and installation of the MX in hardened silos was one of the principal
reasons why Moscow agreed to resume arms control negotiations after breaking them off more than a year ago.
Along with Reagan's "Star Wars" space defense plan and
the unity among the United States and European nations on
nuclear policy. Nitze said the MX "was another factor that
brought them back."
And at the White House, spokesman Larry Speakes said.
"The president strongly believes the pace and quality of
negotiations in Geneva are related to the outcome of the vote
(on the MX) in Congress."
,
Following a meeting with Reagan and Republican congressional leaders, Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan.,
noted that a congressional delegation will accompany the
negotiators for the opening of the Geneva talks.
"I would hope we'd come back then and let the negotiators
decide what to offer on the table and not take it off in the
Congress," said Dole, predicting eventual approval for the
MX.

ROME (AP) - Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, in Rome
to talk with Italian officials and
Pope John Paul II. was expected
to present Kremlin arguments
inst the American Star Wars
i and new NATO missiles in
• during meetings yesterday and today.
The Soviet foreign minister
arrived Monday, and Vatican
officials waited until Gromyko's
plane touched down before announcing that Gromyko would
meet with the Polish-born pontiff today.
Vatican Radio said that while
the arms and peace issues would
come up in the papal audience,
John Paul also was likely to
raise the issue of Roman Catholics in the Soviet Union. The
pontiff said last August that

Lisa Birnbach, author of
"The Official Preppy Handbook"
and
"Lisa Birnbach's College Book"
^5=5====a^^
stars in the

H «

Moscow refused him permission
to visit the Roman Catholic community in Lithuania.
As Gromyko arrived, a plane
circled over Rome towing a banner reading "Free Saknarov,"

in reference to the Nobel Prize
winning scientist Andrei Saknarov who is held in internal exile
in die Soviet Union.
Gromyko's trip is his first
official visit to a West European

country - apart from international conferences - since November 1963 when NATO started
installing U.S.-built nuclear missiles in Italy, West Germany and
Britain to counter Soviet missiles pointed at the West.

I School of HPER

DOWNHILL SKI CLASSES
Peg 155,255

All sections that have been
cancelled due to weather
conditions will meet
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27,6 p.m.

^H

60/^11 Lisa Birnbach
%£^f Comedy Hour
[1^**^=^*^

dents for Community
Values, argued the films
are degrading to women
and can promote violence.
A university obscenity
review committee - consisting of two faculty
members, two students
and two school administrators -deadlocked 3-3
last month on whether the
film was obscene.
In this week's referendum, the Student Government Association is asking
students whether they
want X-rated films shown
on campus for entertainment purposes. Balloting
is being conducted over
two days because most of
Wright State's 15,000 students are commuters.

210 Eppler South

Wednesday, February 27
AV00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, Union

372-2876 Mr. Conibear

SCHMELTZ PROPERTIES

HOB

-

NOW RENTING FOR '85/86 SCHOOL YEAR

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

CHARL^ATOWN APTS.

&

UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
•.

■.

.
■

••

.•

710-7307 S^ Hamilton
2 bedroom 5 D^rnished

i

■

•

-

i) ill,

f,/

'

' .

:.

CCl

MID AM MANOR
A1111
? 016-1
Si :t bv Cippl

ENJOY GOOD LIVING WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
352-9378

835 High St. ■ Rental Office
Located at Churrywood Health Spa
9:00 - 4:30

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

DUPLEXES
p

Monday - Friday

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gen heat - gas cooking
(landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
1 1/2 bath

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool
/

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

7Cc- - Wooster
2 bedroL Q ^ifurnished
122..SE*
1 bedroom unfuri. shed-up
2 bedroom unfurnished-down
Dale Francis

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which
has been built features the following:

7C| Third Street
2 beirOe
furnished
5
641 Third & g^Fourth St.
2 bedroom ui.P.rnished

I

General Manager
641 3rd Street #4

• Shower massage
* Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

352-4380
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Hoyas, Redmen Moore enjoying
battle tonight her junior year
NEW YORK (AP) - "This is
the biggest game of all-time
and not a championship
game," Lou Carnesecca, coach
of St. John's top-ranked basketball team, said Monday,
caught up in the hype surrounding the Redmen's meeting with No. 2 Georgetown
tonight at Madison Square
Garden.
The Garden has been sold out
for this Big East Conference
game for months, and scalpers
reportedly are asking as high
as »50 for a $12.50 tcket.
ESPN cable network will televise it starting at 9 p.m. EST.
"You could play this game at
Yankee Stadium and till it,"
said Carnesecca at a Garden
news conference.
The Redmen replaced
Georgetown as No. 1 by ending
Georgetown's 29-game winning
streak, 66-65, Jan. 16 at Landover, Md. Their record now
stands at 24-1 with 19 wins in a
row, the longest in Division I.
Georgetown, the defending
national champion, has won its
last seven ana stands at 25-2.
The Redmen, 144 in the Big
East, have clinched a tie for
the conference crown, while
the Hoyas are next at 12-2.
ITS ALSO a contest involving two of the nation's premier
players, 6-foot-6 senior Chris
Mullin, the Redmen's all-time
leading scorer, and 7-4) Patrick

Ewing, the college game's
most intimidating defender
who has blocked more than 100
shots in each of his four seasons at the Washington, D.C.,
school.
The two teams could meet
again in the Big East tournament beginning next week and
again inIhe NCAA tourney.
Georgetown Coach John
Thompson did not attend the
news conference but sent a
taped comment for the media.
Mullin, with his steady play
and deadly outside shot, has
saved numerous games this
season for St. John's and leads
the Redmen in scoring with a
19.4 average. He Is complemented by 6-8 sophomore forward Walter Berry (16.5 points
and 8.6 rebounds ) and 7-0
senior center Bill Wennington
(12.0,8.0).
Senior Mike Moses starts at
point guard and 6-5 sophomore
Willie Glass, who hit a careerhigh 22 points and contained
Syracuse's Rafael Addison last
Saturday.
Ewing tops the Hoyas with a
14.3 average on 63 percent field
goal shooting, 9.7 rebounds and
a total of 107 blocks. Others
scoring in double figures are
senior forward Billy Martin
(12.6), junior forward David
Wingate (12.0) and sophomore
swingman Reggie Williams
(lllj.

THanA*

\

PIZZA 1/2 PRICE TILL 9:00
with beverage purchase
WEDNESDAY ONLY
INSIDE ONLY

352-3551

Special Offer

Carousel
Beauty Shop
$5

HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
140 E. Woorttr, 352-0800
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30, Thurs. Wl 8 p.m.

oJZ&»»

points.

Bowling Green forward
Rhonda Moore is having fun
Last season, basketball
seemed like a "nine-to-five" Job
to the M junior, who seriously
considerecf not coming out for
the team this year or possibly
transferring to another school.
Without Moore, who was the
top returning scorer from last
year's team with a 8.6 scoring
average, the Falcons wouldnl
be contending for one of four
Mid-American Conference tournament spots.
"I was very frustrated last
season," Moore said. "Basketball seemed like a job. I wasn't
having fun and considered not
playing, or tranferring. I had a
bitter attitude toward the
school.
"I didn't even want to represent the school."
After starting the first 10
games last year at point guard.
Moore was put on the bench and
moved to a wing position. Moore
was frustrated because she was
never given a reason for being
"After I got benched, things
just blew up," she said. "There
was a lack of communication
between coach Kathy Bole and I.
She never explained why I
wasn't playing.
A MAJOR reason for Moore's
resurgence was the hiring of
new coach Fran Voll.
"He's the best," she said. "He
makes you want to work hard.
Everything has changed 10
times over. I've never put so
much into a season as I have this
year. I'm having fun just playing basketball, I even look forward to coming to practice."
Following a successful career
at Canal Winchester High School
in which she lettered four years
and is the school's all-time leading scorer and rebounder,
Moore was widely recruited by
Ohio University, Miami, University of Dayton, and BG.
"BG was the only school willing to give me a four-year scholarship," she said. "It's kind of
funny because, originally, I
really didn't want to come
here."
Moore saw limited action her
freshman season, playing in
nine games and scoring 14

"My freshman year was a
waste," she said. ''Coach Bole
wanted to make me into a point
guard after I played inside during high school. I really never
understood why she wanted me
to play point"
THIS YEAR. Moore was
moved back inside because the
team lacked height and experience, with only center Joelyn
Shoup returning on the front
line.
"I've always liked playing inside," Moore said. "I feel more
comfortable playing with my
back to the basket, even though
I'm lacking in height. Being one
of the shorter inside players in
the MAC makes me work harder
at getting open, rebounding and
playing defense."
The move has obviously paid
off. Moore is the team's secondleading scorer and rebounder ,averaging over 13 points and six
rebounds a game as the Falcon's
power forward.
"I knew that if we were to be
successful, Rhonda would have
to play inside for us." Voll said.
"She has accomplished a lot for
us inside."
In BG's offense, Moore has a
lot of freedom. She can post up
inside or pop outside to get a
quick shot.
"Rhonda is an offensive threat
at any range," Voll said. "She
has more freedom, but she
never seems to play outside of
herself. She has great instincts
for the ball."
AS THE Falcons battle for a
{layoff spot. Moore has stepped
orward and taken over the offensive end of the court for BG.
scoring over 20 points in three of
the last four games, including 29
points against Toledo in the Falcons 6944 loss to the Rockets.
"I want the ball because every
game is a must win." she said.
"I feel I had to step forward and
take some of the load off of
Joelyn (Shoup) because teams
are keying on her so much."
After all of her problems her
first two vears on the team,
Moore is glad to be a part of the
team.
"Next year I want to win the
MAC title," she said. "This
team has a lot of guts, we've
gone further than anybody expected. It has been a fun season,
I'm proud to be a member of this
team."

OPEN HOUSE

Ask tor Peggy Or Susan
Braiding Styles Available

#REDKEN

by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

NEXUS

THE NIGHT
OF THE YEAR!

BLACK STUDENT
UNION OFFICE
408 Student Services
Thursday, February 28
9:30-3:30
Refreshments Served

Budget Rent a Car
introduces their
specialty line.

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) Marcus Dupree, the $8 million
Portland Breakers' running
back whose United States Football League career has stumbled from one injury to another,
will be out for the rest of the
season because of a damaged
left knee.
Dupree underwent arthroscopic surgery yesterday at
Providence Medical Center for
ligament damage. Although the

surgery was successful, the
knee won't heal in time to let
Dupree back on the field this
year, Breakers spokesman John
Brunelle said.
The Breakers intend to replace their superstar with Buford Jordan, who ran for 1,276
yards on 214 carries last year as
■ rookie.
"We'll .
Brunelle sai

him right in,"

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS
William Shakespeare's

AS YOU LIKE IT
February 21-23
and
February 27-March 2
Main Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Students »2.00
Adults '4.00
CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS

--------

BOWLING fflEfift mrfflACBlJ!^
ices. MAIN 354- -12 32 §1

vs.

-♦PRESENTS

Northern Illinois

Wed. Feb. 27

DON'T MISS THIS ONE!

Dupree injured for entire season

MILTONs

Falcons

1. Women's game at 5:30
2. Men's gome at 8:00
3. First 1,000 fons receive FOAM CAN HOLDERS, compliments
of Old Mllwakee
4. TWA-AAA Florida Trip Wlnn.r S.l.ct.d
5. Frieda & Freddie "beheaded"
6. See NIU freshman sensation Kenny Battle
7. Pommerettes at halftime
8. Falcon Pep Bond
9. Last home gome for seniors Bryant, Swint, Taylor, & Thomas

Photo/Vlncc Walter

Rhonda Moore

Buick flivt»ra

■utcl. Pvk Av.nuw

Call for rental details.
1377ConantSt.
Maumee, Ohio
(419)893-8790

WED.,
FEE ^7
ocuneto group* likt this.
fiECORD OT THE MbrnH** —-,...
__ •n«!t>rara>m.YaxLB3eRAno«x*r

#4J$»i0oaarM
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mvelope please

It's time for the CCHA awards
Now that the Central
Collegiate Hockey
Association's regular season
has come to an end, it's time to
hand out a few awards.
FIRST TEAM FORWARD Craig Simpson of CCHA
champion Michigan State,
Illinois-Chicago's Ray Staszak,
and Bowling Green's Jamie
Wansbrough head my list of
first team forwards.
Simpson, sophomore who
only recently turned IB, led the
CCHA with 29 goals and 47
assists, totaling 76 points. It's
also the second consecutive
year he led the Spartans in

finished the regular with
season 34 goals, second only to
Staszak, end 30 assists for 64
points. His totals put him
fourth on the overall scoring
chart, but in CCHA
competition he placed second.
Scoring is not unusual for the
Toronto native, but he did it
this year with a less
experienced team to support
him. Yet he still improved 1st
year's totals of 34-15-50.

''-.-■, Sideline

Los Angeles Kings scout Ted
O'Connor said he expects the
London, Ontario native to be
one of the top five amateur
ayers drafted in this year's
The only reason he has not
been drafted, is because the
National Hockey League does
not draft anyone younger than
18, unless they will turn 18
before the year's end.
Chicago's Staszak led the
CCHA in goals with 36, and
along with his 34 asists puts
him second in the CCHA with
70 points. He can also be
labeled the most improved
player in the conference as he
recorded 32 points last vear
and was nowhere to be found in
the overall scoring leaders.
Staszak is expected to turn
pro next year. Despite being a
sophomore, he onlv has one
more year of eligibility
because he will be 23 after his
third year.
Wansbrough, a junior,

by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

FIRST TEAM DEFENSE It's back to the Michigan State
roster for more players. This
time it's Dan McFall and Brad
Beck. Both keyed the Spartans
stingy defense, which has
allowed a conference low 78
goals on the year in CCHA
competition.
This type of defense has also
prevented teammate
Soaltenders Bob Bssensa and
orm Foster from facing no
more than an average of 30
shots on goal per game.
FIRST TEAM GOALIE - I'm
sure 111 get a few arguements
out of this one, but as I have
said before Western
Michigan's Glenn Healy ranks
at the top of my list among
goaltenders, and nothing has
changed.

I'm not trying to take
anything away from Essensa
or Foster, but neither have had
to do the amount of work Healy
has.
Essensa and Foster each
own a 1.64 and 2.87 goals
against averge respectively.
But when you have the defense
that these two have in front of
them, it's little wonder they
are so low. Healy finished third
behind Essensa and Foster 3.21
GAA.
Healy has had the pleasure
of stopping a conference
leading 1075 saves for a .907
save percentage, second to
guess who - Bob Essensa.
ROOKIE OF THE YEARThis one goes to Bowling Green
freshman Paul Ysebaert. He
has spent most of the year
working with George Roll and
Wansbrough, and has notched
22 goals and 30 assists for 52
points. He also leads the
Falcons In game-winners with
three.
Others that deserve
recognition are Ohio State's
Darcy Gryba, who at one time
led CCHA freshmen in scoring,
but did not remain as
consistent as Ysebaert, and
Michigan State def enseman
Sean Clement
COACH OF THE YEAR -1
have ignored second place
Lake Superior long enough. So
this award goes to Frank
Anzalone. Spartans head coach
Ron Mason did what he was
expected to do in winning the
confernce title, but Anzalone's
squad was a preseason sixth
behind Ferris State who ended
this season in ninth place .

Last year the Lakers
clinched the final playoff spot
in the last week of play before
bowing out to Bowling Green in
the first round.
This year they clinched
second place with two weeks
remaining in the season, and
are a team that can't be taken
lightly in the playoffs.
SURPRISE OF THE YEAR Lake Superior might have
surprised me a little, but
Chicago opened my eyes even
wider. In a pre-season poll of
the coaches, Chicago was
slated to finish out of the
playoff picture with a ninth
place.
Instead, the Flames
concluded the year in fifth and
were just two wins away from
hosting the first round of the
playoffs. Their 15 wins in
CCHA play were 10 more than
last year.
They also over-came some of
last year's hardships such as
the loss of Mark Nordlina who
died of an aneurysm, and the
death of two players' fathers
during the season.
PLAYER OF THE YEARThis one's easy. Craig
Simpson. If he stays in college
hockey for two more years and
keeps improving the way at the
pace he does, he's sure to
break the CCHA career scoring
record of 270 held by Brian
Hills, former Bowling Green
center, and Paul Pooley,
former Ohio State center. He
already owns 134.
I'm sure we haven't heard
the last of Simpson.

McGuire defends Id's Knight
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Indiana basketball Coach Bob
Knight appears to be "on an
emotional roller coaster," and
bis uncompromising demand for
perfection "might eventually
become an albatross," Al McGuire said yesterday.
"Every other coach is happy
when they win. But Coach
Knight seems only content when
it'sdone right," McGuire said.
"You'll see certain games,
they'll be 20 up and he's going on
like a Neanderthal man. He's
coaching against the game. He
doesn't know now to accept mediocrity."
Knight who coached the U.S.
gold-medal winning team in the
Los Angeles Olympics last summer, was reprimanded by the
Big Ten Conference in the fall
for missing the annual preseason coaches' meeting. And
Knight faces possible further
league action stemming from
last Saturday's ejection from a
game against Purdue when he
received three technical fouls
and angrily threw a chair across
the court.
McGuire, former Marquette
coach and now a basketball analyst for NBC-TV, said in a telephone interview from
Washington, D.C., "I personally
think he's been on an emotional
roller coaster, and I think the
two-year run into the Olympics
has to be a strain."
ON SUNDAY, Knight apologized for the incident in a formal statement released through
the university's sports information office. Athletic Director
i Floyd Is preparing a re; to the Big Ten, which will
what action, if any, to

take, Commissioner Wayne
Duke said.
McGuire said Knight's indication that the incident stemmed
from his frustration with Big
Ten officiating is plausible.
"Bob looks for perfection. I
don't think it's possible for rets
to hit the limits Bob expects expects for himself and his
team.
"Another thing I think is creating a strain on Coach Knight is
he's been Involved in saying
certain teams in the Big Ten are

cheating," said McGuire. referring to the reason Knight was
believed to have boycotted the
conference preseason meeting.
"Where he started wearing a
white bat in this, it seems to be
affecting him more than the
other coaches he says are cheathas never publicly
made any specific charges
against other coaches.
"Obviously something will be
done," McGuire continued. "I
dont know what."

Jeff coat seeks
starting spot
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Mike
Jeffcoat, a Cleveland Indians
relief pitcher in the 1984 American League season, will have an
opportunity in spring training to
achieve his goal - to be a major
league baseball startingpitcher.
Indians Manager Pat Corrales
already has told Jeffcoat to
think only about a starting role
for the upcoming season. But the
manager says if s up to Jeffcoat
to prove he is up to the challenge.
Jeffcoat, a 25-year-old lefthander, was 5-2 with a 2.99
earned run average and one
save in 65 appearances with the
Indians last season. He was used
often in relief to pitch against a
lefthanded hitter.
Jeffcoat always was a starter,
until last season, when he filled
a bullpen void on the Cleveland
roster.
His best year was in 1963.
when be posted a 12-8 record and
a 4.53 ERA as a starter at
Charleston, then Cleveland's
Class AAA team.
Corrales said Jeffcoat did a
better job out of the bullpen at
the start of last season than in

the latter part of the season.
"I dont know what went
wrong," Corrales said. "You
can't explain it. You can't cut
these guys open and disect
them."
"I THINK I'd rather start,"
Jeffcoat said. "I think it's
tougher going from a starter to a
reliever. It's much easier to get
into a routine as a starter."
Corrales said several young
pitchers, particularly rookie
lefthander Ramon Romero, will
be shooting to make the pitching
staff.
"Really, Jeffcoat should have
an edge over most of these guys.
Mentally, he knows how to handle starting. Plus he has a year's
experience," Corrales said.
Jeffcoat said he prepared for
spirng training by working out
in Chattanooga, Tenn., with his
19-year-old brother-in-law, who
is "a physical fitness nut."
The relative had the 6-2, 190pound Jeffcoat lifting weights
three days a week and running
three days a week.
"Compared to what he put me
through, spring training is a
vacation," Jeffcoat said.

WINTER SPECIAL

$4.75

13 in. Ont
Item Pino

Ph. 352-5166
203 North mom
Open 4 p.m.
vouo
WST PI77R,N
VOT
F D MST
BC
Additional h»m» 75i ea
*"" INBc
r«i ofiivi»»
Ch«<v9i> hyw i.. o Expires 3/15/85 I

on* coupon per pliia

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR

Terri Trawbridge•Outstanding Cabinet Member

♦Heat *Water
*Cable
*Trash Removal
All included
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31

Kim Esgro-

Locations available just 6 blocks from campus

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Congratulations on your Panhellenlc
Scholarship Awards
Highest Total Chapter Average
Dean's Scholarship Trophy
and to the Special Award Winners

■Jackie Gibbons Award

400 E. Napoleon

352-9135

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment

Slke into
pizza! pizza!

Meadowview Court
Apartments
Now Leasing for Fall Semester
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes»carpet«party & game room
•swimming pool»sauna
$270-fumlshed
$250-unfumished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$27(Murnished
$265-unfumlshed
Plus gas & electric.

Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Free membership to Chenywood Heihh Spa w/lew

214 Napoleon Rd Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

|NJI^pUM<

'ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
FOR SUMMER JOBS
March 11th thru April 5th
Sea World in Aurora has openings tor their 1985
seaaon:
• Park Hosts and
• Janitorial Staff
Hostesses
• Food Service
Sales Clerks
Attendants
Come in and see us, March 11th thru April 5th.
1 PM - 4:30 PM, Monday thru Friday
9 AM • 12 Noon, Saturday
1100 Sea World Dr.
Aurora, Ohio 44202
(216) 562-7496

SenW6hd«

I

An Equal OpportunKy £mptoyor

pizza! pizza!
Bowling Green

112 Merc* St
(throe it Mi W*d HeOowtfa)

354-6500
SON

SON

Large pnufpuu"
with 7 >l*ms
K>' only » 4*
Oft* «M with CMpn Carry** gray.
Out coupon oat anttf—.
beta MM

Buy any Larga
and leatftM a loat ol Crary Broad '
01

3} oi SOU Drink FREE

Oftot -M «<* cowan Corryoul only.
0»t coupon por aMnoi
*"••«• 1/Mt
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BGNcwi/Tebnoryn, U6tl>
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS!
HAWAIIAN BEER BLAST - M PREPARED
FOR SPRING BREAK 8 BRING YOUR
FRrENO*. CHECK BULLETIN BOARD FOR
0BTAB.8

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Feb 27, 1985
Stm education teecrwr Ohio LD80
MOiW WIIIJIUM aluoerwi wrm behev«W preMame
Year-round poetBn
40
hrs ;wk wai rivclvement 1 teen work Peer
grow Mtw a fHTiHy couneeang Salary lot ■
BA ■ 118.890 with mestere 120.786 Benefits heath 1 dental .isursnee 5 wke el
purpoM Neve Recrurleri w« be It BOSU
r_cementoltlceonTues March 5 between 10
Mlllll MIM epptalor 3-8 with me

Attention Elementary Education Mafora ARTS
UNLIMITED hirom-Bun- Session Thursday
Fob 2681, 6.00pm Instrumental Room. Music

LMuia mm once

Tha University Bookslora we ba clrjaad
Saturday Merch 0 and March 16. 1985 during
Spring Break Tha UWvetelty Bookstore wa
Mao ba awl March 11 through March IS,
1966 tor ma annual phyaKal Inventory. We wa
ratum to ragutar houra on Monday. March 16.
1986

SYSTEM AVAILABLE.
CALL STEVE. 242-4662

PERSONALS

_&

Joumessm 300 apploaBon daadma la March

1.

_______

THE PEER NUTMTI0M CONBUITWO SERVICE IS OPE* TODAY FROM 11:10 AM to 1:00
PM M THE STUOENT WELLNES* CENTER.
ROOM -0 HEALTH CEWTER. HMHOD

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
• ADVERTISING CLUB '

Formal —1 Wed., Feb. «T«H
1:00 pa DOM 404 -Mater
Cert* P«k-, MaBkj 0-_»ar
k» lw—. Merken and Olbbs In Toledo
I.MIII AMke Required.

LOST * FOUND

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS'
ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN WYSE
ADVERTISING TOUR CONTACT ELLEN
FLYNN 382-4741
ATTENTION AMA MCMK AS
COM—t
J, WALTER THC_»»ON ADVERTISING

3725543

• • • S-NO BREAK GIVEAWAY • • •
Ordari IMS KEY and automaticaly
quaMy » win ona ol a» S100
caah pnzaa! Drawing 6pm,
MaronS
ORDER YOUR KEY NOWtll 372-0086
Union Foyar or ma KEY oMoa

A WORKSHOP ON EDUCATIONAL
PORTFOUOS WILL BE PRESENTED AND
SPONSORED BY EESAB THIS THURSDAY.
FEBRUARY 28 AT 7.00pm M 118 8 A. PLAN
ON ATTENOMQ THIS MEETING TO SEE
WHAT TO aaCLUDE W YOUR PORTFOLIO.
DEM* BLOOM 6 MARCI MANNA.
THANK • FOR ON. Of MY BUT WHMNOB
HCREI BUT NEJCT TIME Wl W1U HAVt TO
HAVE BREAKFAST IN BCD.
NO DOUBT, BTPH

DELTA BrOMA PI
-a-tad *> mar* a-j~~» aa«M Mr Mir
haip with lha Araa Cantaranca. Wa-m PM
IMP cloaar to aur gaal (K "OoMkMdhlf
CHaplat."
TW
FREOOH FALCON
THERE ONCI WAS A FALCON NAMED FRED
NO FINER A MASCOT WAS BRED
YOU TOM US YOUR OUM

_____

LOST A GOLD SEIKO WATCH IN MSC ON
FEB 19 IF FOUND PLEASE CALL 2 4177

KIT WHO

Rida naadad lor 2 to NY
WMng to Pay 352 4148

FEBRUARY 21, 1M8 9:00pm
STATE ROOM OF THi UNION

iF_iiwic_rrh_o-»iTM-t-

Fade naadad Two naad rlda 10 North Carolina
Rskwjh New Bam araa tor Spring Break CM

354 7806
ROa naadad
To Unrvaraity ol ClnclnnetJ Friday anyinna Wi
nalpwithgaa CM Patty 2 8121 or 2-280'

room St 26 mo Cal Kurt 362-0766

TNACY.
I HAD A ONEAT TIME AT THE FORMAL. I'M
SORRY THAT I PASSED OUT AFTER DINNER.
I CANE A_bVT YOU DEEPLY AMD NEVER
WANTED YOU TO LOOK LIKE A FOOL. I
WANTED US TO HAVE A SERIOUS
RELATIONSHIP, BUT SOMETHING ALWAYS
WENT WRONG. PLEASE SEE Mi AGAIN, I
CAN'T TAKE ANOTHER FAT SMB. I NEED
YOUI

GRAND OPENING OF DBENEDETTO S
Maw pooroom Frt 2/28 a DJ wll
playing your lavorite racordo 8pm-1am
PLUSartfiatraaprua RagJatartora
fraa pool aocA. 4 ft party aub
wrm bavaraga. TaNrta 6 many mora.

MIKE ALLEN, EMMA CM
Wa ara tha era Omagaa and you oanar Mwara.
wa*va got 27 mora coming that ara oettar Bian
—r You'ra atnoat tharo ptadgaa ao Map n
up, your acBra iMtara

382-4663

Win a S20 BooUtora g*l omlM-ala. Win tha
REFERENCE TRIVIA CONTEST Forma avail
al Jaroma —«ary nalaianoa Oaa>
A proteooionol typet warm to typa your papara
So lor thoaa Important documanta t "tot
r-nuta" aaeignminti thai naad typing, CM
Brenda Paga at 352-2881 M-Frt 9-4 30pm or
attar 630pm 8 on wkanda at 372-6674
REASONABLE 8 FAST
FOUTS TYPING
Supanor ouMty on a Xarox mamory wrttar.
it 00 paga (da) On campua pick-up IMF)
4 00 pm 669-2679
TUCKER TYPWQ
Protaaaional aquipmant tor

your needs Cal Nancy 3520809
TEST PREPARATION
MCAT CUSSES STARTING NOW
STANLEY H KAPLAN ED CTR
35S0 SECOR. TOLEDO '636-3701

Abortion, pragnancy laata
student retes
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

Q Vn— * WEUNEUT

HEY ALL YOU OUTSTANDING
CM OMEOA PLEDGES!
ALTHOUGH WE'VE MAD OUR
UPS • DOWNS. WELL ALWAYS

A Tha mtagratlon ol body. maw. ma apn- tha
arjpracMHon Bait avaryrMng you do. and tflnr*.
and taai. and batava haa an Impact on your
■tata ot haaar.
Want mora Mo?7 Chack out tha Studant
Watnaaa Cantar 220 HaaMi Oamar 2-0302

COME OUT ON TOP - KEEP
UP THAT WINNING CM-0 SPtHITI
LOVE YA, YOUR ICC

Star Saarch"
Audmona tor womana band- aartoua. darjeatad
and ajipariancad muakaana (drumi. Wad « oaaa
gutar. Aayboarda, aanphono, fluM, tranch
horn, tlngan ate) Muat hava own matrumanta. Cal Tara tor dMaa 8 tuna ol audition
3627438

Hay Pat 8 Tippy.
Baan to Michigan laMV?
WMATT? "80OOIN0"lt
Lova, Your two lavonta PW Mu a
OROER OF OMEOA MEETING TONIOHTI
10:00p.m. IN THE CAPITOL ROOM.
PARTY WITH PHI KAPPA TAU 1
HENRY X BAND FM COMMONS 6 30
1 OOarn
PHI TAU MARATHON PARTY
FRIDAY NE COMMONS 6 30 1 00am

WANTED
Muat aubtot tor lurnmar only Larga Houaa.
133 ManvBa ISO/month plua uNMaa GnM
pcation CM 3721093 myttna

Pra nuramg MNori. Good Luck on your Marviawa' Juat ba youraai, and youl do Una.
PROUTHALL 1985-86
Enparlanca H1
Apptcaboni at aach raaldanca hal

419-255-7769

Naadad 1 or 2 lamaM roommMaa
Nonamoiung FM and Sprmg aam 65 86
Mock rrom campua CM 354-7404

PROUT PRIDE
Ba a pan ol III
Apph—Wni at aach raHdanca hal

NUMBER
NTEST

Our 28 »ntr—s

Naad 1 nun —uklng. Ma*Ma roommala. tor
l$m yaar. (Bull Aparwa-la) CaB I7H881
Two laiiwMi naad ona lamala to ahara apanmant on Scott Hamilton Rd . only rammial nonamokara naad roply. Contact Woman tor
Woman M 372-2281 tor mora wto

SEXUAL AWARENESS WEEK ■ ■ ■
KOHL HALL - FEB 25-28

PKPARATK*

arm all priced
under $10

ffl. LSAT
hfi

Dinner Served 5 p.m.
to Midnight.

1 NON-SMOKa«3 F ROOMMATE NEEDED
»S4t YEAR. LAN—I APT CALL 362-3886

i

>■! 111111 <■

\ is,is Resumes

kinko's

Free Delivery

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
, Concerning

5

AMba

10 Loudto-nd

u M*h»«

15 Not • aoui
Ifi H«ro*C t-H
17 BMtlM'iong
20 Mistonc cily
rtHiMW")
21 Oft —
Hying «»n
12 NicHn»m«lOt
• cowboy
23 Li til* on*
SuHH
24 fractions
2ft D_mp
» TWfc. mod wyt*
30 Brow"itn guy
33 B"*ti«
34 Pan ol ir»* UK
35 L_ngu_0« lor
Mai Of Monti
36 inngntt-e-M
■tnounii
40 Fort unit*
41 — P»kn*s

42 —-4IMM
43 Orwli m»r_ti
(MO*
44 AHty
45 S<ng«r IroBroofcryn
47 ThrMCMM)
49 Joa-pfi. lo
Jacob
90
0_n/i
52 |iplOt*rt
•nttMM
53 Mamtananc*
man. tot fllWl
M C_mpor'»
ctwtco
60 Ctiyn***
Moaco*

61 "To Wen —
62
63
64
66

Ol ->•!•*
A_Bat--a
Parto*a
Douqutt
SinflOfHaWn
North Saa

3 EdiOiatool
4 ManuKfipt
mark

5 Baltny
tatmmai
6 Mars'
7 Muicrt ratioani
6 Moving
harmoniowary
9 Attack
10 Haimiattar*
11 Tha Things

37 Author
Vonnagui
36 Card gama lor
two
36 Forty wtnfca
44 Hacordad
45 Arizona Indian
46 Tanaa
48 0pan
«9 Ruda
50
akip and

SUF.R StaQLE WATERBED. COMPLETE. 6
MOS OLD. EKC CONDTTION MOVING..
MUST SELL 8100 OR BEST OFFER 362-

COMPUTER OPENWOS
Entry laval or axpanancad
Hmng nowi Cal 471 -1440
Job Eaohanga Smallaa
CRUI8_M-S HNNO. S16-S30.0O0I Cambaan. Hawaii. World CM tor Goto*. Otractory.
NawManar 1-|816| 844-4444 « BO CrUaa.
FUN ANO HARO WORK WITH KBS AS CAMP
COUNSELOR YMCA STORER CAMPS IS
CARING. CNH6TIAN CCw_»JNITY SERVTNO
KOS 7 ■ 17. UNIQUE PROGRAMS MORSES.
AQUATICS. SAILING. WILDERNESS ADVENTURE. WTERNATIONAL EMPHASIS FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
KARLENE OAROAC. PHONE: 372 4466
Saakng anargabc, nduatrloua Individual lor
quick copy oparator Long houra 8 hard work
ara rawardad wSh aahry. prom ahartng 8
an_l banatn 2-4 yr buaaraaa dagraa 8
ippkcibki buamaaa aiparlanoa pralanad but
not naajrad Sand lattar ot arpHa«on E
raauma to Ktnko'a 326 E Wooatar. BG. Ohio
43402
Part-r—a Program Counaator poMton In raaldanM iriMmpit program: aipartanca working
w«h aduta having amononal rlntlii prararrao Makv m human aarvKa riaM pralarrad
62 houra par motan guaranwad-primariry on
aaaaanda BanaM packaga Sand raauma lo:
naaBant- Samcaa. Mantai Haaitn CanMr ol
Wood County. 1010 N. Proapact, Bowtng
Qraan

'
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3165
1884 Fak-i MarsWng Band AlbumarTspaa
Wad. 8 Thura. 1:80 - 1:18 1011 Muakt 8MB.
Eitraa MW avaNaMa. 88. Call 172-8218 H any

FOR RENT
Apes tor rant, pnona 287-4841 (local call
attar 7pm
CARTY RENTALS
Houaa- 826 E Wooatar
4 badroom for 8-arudanta
Apia-311 E Marry SI
2 badroom tor 4 studants
(IK haat, cabkt. watar 8 aawagal
8130/aaorf 8585'samaatsr
630 N Summit- 1125'aach
3-anapts- 318 E Marry St
Summar Rantals at Special Ralas lor
Houaas.-Rooma -Apia
Omca Houra 11-4 pmat 316 E Marry-Apt 3
ot pnona anytlma tor mlo 352-7365
Ona and two badroom arjartmantavhouaaa
doaa to campus S and V nantaN 8am-3pm
362 7454 Altar 5pm C— 832-7666
3bdrm. turn., 1 Hi campua. S475pkjauW 12
mo. b_M 363-3665

Apartmanta. Houaaa. Duptaxea
CM 364-2260 or 382-8653
John Nawlova Raal E.tst.
SHE Wooatar

3 badroom turnayhad duptan S181260 a
samaatar |8425'month|. 8450 lor Summar
354-1278

Sato. Ratal, Part Nna, Mnaaa 6 haaBh FH-blahoura PIMM wtM to 110 E S Boundary.
PanyaCurg 43661

2 bdrm brick ranch Furry 1 bk campua. 8375
plua utanaa Orad studants or coup* pra
tarrad 363-3886

THE FRESH AIR FUND, a 108 yaar old
"dauanrjam, non-prom agancy. panda 2600
undarprlraagad Now York Oy cHUron lo
aummar camp, traa ot charga. aach aummar
To Mm mora about Tha Fund and its chMangmg summar camp opportunmaa tor coaaga
■tudonts. p_n to maal with Tha Fraah A* Find
rapraaantatrva at tha BOSU Camp Day. Tuas
day. Match 5

6 Apia lor 1886-88 school yaar
Srrath-Bogga Rantals 362-8467 btwn 12
4pm or 352-6911 slier 6 00pm

HUngnowl CM 471-1440
Job E—hanga 8m_ too
Counaators: CAMP WAYNE, nattlamarn
Parma. Co-ad cMdran'a oamp wa wB MarMaw on Camp Day Tuaaday. March 5th WrM
12 Aaavard St. Udo BMOK. MY 11B8I.
Ilncsjda your laNphuiii nurnbar) or oM 516
668-3217

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: COMPACT REFRIGERATOR 4.8
CU. FT 8100 VERY OOOD CONOmON, 2
YEARS OLD CALL DAVE 354-8272

m

NaedF studants tolB aprs and houaaa AvM
now. Near campus Ph -352 7365
Apt Ha Ram lor Spring 8
I bedroom. taBy tarn. an*. Heel. Cable T.V.
hookup, water pekt by oamar. Close lo
a—pea. CaB 1H-7182 aak lor Rich.

We aUll have a vartetv of rentaii avaU•ble for next aummer & ichool year. Call
I bet—en Hnm. Ttt— B—sltY
THURSTW APARTMENTS
AB COIOrTIONINa. FULLY CARPETED. CABLEWSION. EFFWENCY. LAUHDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 1 FALL
451 THURSTBI AVE 362-5435
bedroom apts

SMMCH

Dale 352-43S0

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Larga 2 bdrm , turn apt
dBRnaahar. entrs storage
Comar ol S Coaaga 8 SUth
CM 362-3841 12-4 or 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

FM 1886
2 bdrm. turn apt
352-2883
2 BORM. FURN. 8 UNFURN.
PRIVATE 8LEEPIN0 ROOMS
MMar aM. 8 oabta TV lans.
Ill block ofl campus.
CekTem
Msarfrf 7sm aean 112-4871
Eva's 8 waakanda 888-1800

Is looking for PHOTOGRAPHERS who would like to be
published in the Spring, 1985, photo section. All kinds of
photography welcome! Please submit at least six (6)black and
white prints (at least 5"x 7") by MARCH 7 at 5:00 pm in the
Miscellany mailbox, 103 University Hall. Prints can be
returned. Mark entries with name, address and phone number.
Questions? Contact the editor also at the Miscellany mailbox.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

MHIIIIII llilllll'.l
I llll 1HF.11 II III I'll"

27 Ova
28 Pant Vat
29 Mow
paraonnel
31 Song ol p»ana
32 Foiio*
34 Aap<ti
35 Md»a

1-

59 Oppoaitaol
haw

8476 352-4266

"■ujiaaal.i company aaaMng arnunoua nov
v«k_ lor mmmar ampBymant Encatanl a«pananca tor Via buatiaii mmaad InoMdual
puraung a buamaaa dagraa WB invotva rha
coorrjna_n ol outmga and apaeW avant*
MMaum ol two yaara of undargraduata study
■nd todbta houra a nun Sand paraonal
-tormatun or raauma to: Gaauga Laka Paraonnal Dopt. 1080 Aurora Rd., Aurora OH
44202

uuiiiiii IIIII.IIIH iir.ii]

26 Cran

11

56 Unganttamanly
ona

jump

WaOKJ
Smiaiaong
12 Fa-ar
13 Kind Ol cat
16 Itithrnano'
Wanfiman
19 Waarmg a
tadora
24 Paopiaoi
Luion
25 Mata

• '

51 Philippina
Muslim
53Si»da
54 Brook
55 FWo.il
57 Cunning

1878 Plymouth VMant. 3 apaad on tha cdumn. vary rlapandabla work or school ear,
8450 or baal otlat, r—I 364-7734

S14-S38.0O0' Stawardaaaaa naaaiiaiiuual' Wunrj-uai cal )_,
Ouida. Otackjry. Nawalawai 1-(816| 8444444 « 80 Air

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPi
352-3551

Round kip urana 8_at lo Ft Laudardaw tor
Spraxi Braak 372-1064

ACCOUNTANT
Entry laval or aipartanoad
CM ua today at 471 1440
Job E.chanoa Sm taa

HELP WANTED

One large 1-item pizza

'5

Oclooon fwh tank lor sate
364-16SSarlarfH—
*oto Toms end othar drum aouipmant 6745683orraptyloOCM>«2871

62 Ford EXP EicaMnl cend—m 364-1382

ENTRY LEVEL

I'ASSI'OKI PHOTOS

Kanwood Blllllli. Appro. 80 watts par
chan-aL 1188 Ca» »M-ai47

DP waight bancn. karoaana haatar. BAD
roukar, 840 aach. king-siza oak watar bad w.th
bookcaaa and 6-drawar padaatal 352-6343.
372-2087
1878 Honda CMC Wagon- 4 spd 84.000 ml
36 mpg 6178SIDaaloftar 362-4834 avaa
FOR SALE ElacIrK typawntar IBM SaMctrtc «.
4 yra old. ancatsnt conraaon.

TV BROADCASTER

_»- _«f___r.L--»iB GDUCAHONAL CENTER

'1
I
l

1

Naad: 2 non-tmoktng famaM nrilai lor 65-66
ichoolyaar 372-6216aak lor Crrarytor Carol

SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO 8pm
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WILL M HAPPY
TO SERVE TOW

QuariMlU Waa|M Loaa Plan
Oaalonad lor lha Coaaga Studant - only 2 50
ComplaWy ratundlbla ■ don't Ma wakjnt CM
Ray at 364-8268

1 Mara Apt. mala naadad liiii-HUi Own

an-"to**

RIDES

MM*

26 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE WEIOHT
NOW ATTEND A HEALTH AND NUTRITION
PRESENTATION FEB 28 (THURSOAY). 7.30
P M AT 11T BA LOSE 10-2S LBB./MONTH.
100% QUARANTEED FOR MOW WFO
CALL TROY B/T 4 ANO 7 AT 364-T8BJ

no—Hill lor 3 badroom kjrmanad dupta>
KOO/mnaltat a Mill Summar or FH 3622274

TO THE PHI MUS.
I'M BONNY THAT I WAS SUCH A
DISTURBANCE AT THE FORMAL TRACY IS
A GREAT QML. PLEASE DON'T M MAD AT
HEN. MY ACTIONS DON'T REFLECT THE
NEST OF THE BROTHERS OF 8KUU CHI.
MKt ALLEN, SWMA CM

WE'LL KNOW WHEN YOU LOBE YOUR
HEAD)
LOVE. TWO FALCON FANS

For Bale Kanwood MO. SMrao Sat tapa
daak, aauiUar and linilm 8 Tachnles
Unaar TarwlaMl. AH lor Nag 8780. For kilo
call FaM or Sam at U2-8146 or 1H-4II3

__________________________

Tha Stalin ol Aloha Data PI arauM axa to
congrMu-to Rina Shara. Scon Stamackart.
Mary Kactnarc*. and M tha LullWMai on •
auccaaani LaadaraNB Confaranca Al your
hard worn raaly paid oil'

Dala Sloma Pi Pladga daaa DONUT SALE
8 30-12 30 M-F
BAB—dlna

Roommala naadad lor SpnnoySummar
Apt Comar ot S Coaaga t Napolaon.
naar dnya-inru Rataon-Ha. Cal Don
or Damon SS4-S141

2 Fa.
I for 8S-M (war
Cloaa lo campua Fraa gaa and haat

Tnv iMiMHa 6a*MaBa-Mp
rWnf Jr. 8 It. BpSMtl Ed. mafara ONLY.
AMBIIMIIII WIIMBII M SniNI IB. Papa.
DUEHABCHMIBS

JUM

LOST
Saa 8 ring w/lhree aamonda at aupardanca
marathon It lound PLEASE eel 24239
Raward
,
1
LOST A burgandy Agnar puraa. Frt night
(around 9:00) m tha aast side parking to) ol
Rodgara C^taine I 0 s. checkbook, etc CM

Attention « Educahon mKorl Wlvjt ■ •
portloU i Whet do I pul - If Come » en
-tormeOon meeting Thursday. February 28 U
7 00-116 8 A Sarr*_ portloeoe wB be on
a-pT id ww—«wB be enaweted.

•KUUCM't
Tau ara Paint hold raaponalMa tar maAipna
Il'a Iwrini a »raat Mw M tka
M9MI And nanaa lor haialm
waiiiiij Hatara raai watoarwa at 9
Lo-». tha

DJ AND SUPER SOUND

Trying To Stay Afloat?
Try The AM ANI ROOM!

MOUSES AMD APARTMENTS Ctaaa to Campas ter Summar 1946 and 'IMO school yaar.
1-M7-8MI

from the prcvlufprs nt
Nl. P| At f

I M*vt THE MOD
tCAL nuy bt trie mo%r
powtrtul 19m
everrrude 10 rttch
people for Christ.
How fong I've longed
for /Urns of this caliber to
be produced—the
re**sm of the story
Hne — rhedulogue — rhe
relevm-ncy of the tyncs of
the iongs — All of II a
first clt&s—pius me
incredible message

-hn*Um4oH

With this coupon buy one
^Mstw. fl°*t it the regular price
"S end receive the second at
half price.

7Ht niODlCAL it A
profound commentary
on our present condi
tton j minor in which
wesMsee ourselves It is
* Christian film in the
best *nd deepest sense

H-WBWL

-

POO

3

r
r\

|

Located in the batement
of Common! dining hill •
6:00 p.m.- midnight
Sun.-Sat. / Explrei 3-7*85

r
B

■1

H

coupe

i,(»l

181H S. Main
352-0672
Sunday, March 3

6Mp.m.

